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Introduction
Frequency control plays an important role in preserving the power balance of a multi-machine power system. Generators modify their power output when a non-zero frequency deviation is presented in order to restore power balance across the network. However, with plans for large-scale penetration of renewable energy resources, performing primary frequency control using only supply-side resources becomes not only prohibitively expensive but also technically difficult. Frequency control from the demand side or load control presents a novel and viable way for providing the desired frequency response. Loads can measure frequency locally and change their power consumption after a non-zero frequency deviation is presented in order to achieve power balance between generation and consumption.
Several load control implementations have been proposed in the literature. In [1] , it was shown how demand-side resources can contribute to primary frequency control without requiring explicit communication. The authors in [2] developed frequency-based load control strategies in order to balance demand with supply, and regulate frequency in power systems. Most of these works were developed using a reduced power system modeled as an infinite bus (only one bus); which is clearly not suitable for a decentralized and systematic implementation. One of the first attempts to study load control on a more general multi-machine power system model to achieve power balance while minimizing end user disutility was presented in [3] . Other practical issues have been studied in order to develop a fast load control with stochastic frequency measurement errors as shown in [4] . The approach seeks to match the real-time demand with supply and regulate the frequency while minimizing the global end-use dis-utility with a small amount of communication between loads.
Due to the nature of the power system dynamics coupled with controllable loads, Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs) constitute a great tool to develop a systematic and decentralized load control law that balances power across the network. The design of LMI based control strategies has been studied extensively in [6] . Particularly, the robust stabilization of nonlinear systems using LMIs was presented in [7] , and later applied to power systems as shown in [8] - [11] . Moreover, notice that load control requires that an extensive population of controllable loads respond accordingly to achieve the desired power balance across the network. Thus, aggregated models for a heterogeneous population of controllable loads such as thermostatic controlled loads (HVAC's, refrigerators, water heaters, etc.) are necessary to accurately capture their collective behavior. These aggregated models have been studied in [12] , [14] and [15] . Moreover, practical constraints such us compressor lockout have been incorporated in the aggregate models, to capture their dynamics in more realistic environments [12] .
The specific outcomes of this project were to:
 Develop a framework to facilitate large-scale deployment of frequency responsive end-use devices  Provide a systematic design methodology of decentralized frequency-based load control strategies for enhanced stability performance  Ensure applicability of the control strategy over wide range of operating conditions while accounting for unpredictable end-use behavior and physical device constraints  Create a level-playing field for smart grid assets with conventional generators  Enable high penetration of renewable energy resources
In this project, hierarchical decentralized load control strategies using linear matrix inequalities were proposed while accounting for several practical considerations from a demand side point of view. The proposed control strategy was tested on a multi-machine power system model. A simple aggregated model for responsive loads was developed in order to point out the different practical issues that have to be taken into account for the implementation of the feedback load control law. The complete architecture is able to accurately reestablish power balance on the proposed test system subject to structural perturbations such as contingencies and other system disturbances. The main novelty of the proposed approach lies in its decentralized load controller design with a systematic consideration of the impact of the demand-side primary frequency response on the overall power system frequency dynamics.
Hierarchical distributed load control design
In this section, a systematic way of designing hierarchical distributed load control for frequency stabilization is proposed. At the aggregate level, optimal load control gains are derived for each load bus based on the decentralized robust control theory. The optimal control gains for each load bus will be used to specify the power modulation command for controllable loads at that bus in order to stabilize the power system during contingency. At the device level at each load bus, decentralized controllers are designed for each individual device based on Markov Chains so that the change of power consumption of controllable loads matches the desired power modulation command determined at the aggregate level.
Model of multi-machine power system
The design of the proposed hierarchical distributed load control strategy requires a multi-machine power system model for the stability analysis. Consider the following n machine classic model,
where is the i-th machine angle, is the i-th machine frequency, is the i-th machine inertia, is the i-th machine mechanical power input, and is the i-th machine electrical power output. The power difference represents the power imbalance for the i-th generator. The power system is said to be synchronized, i.e. all the generators are at nominal frequency. For the model considered in this study, the mechanical power input is set to be constant. The electrical power output of the generator has the following mathematical form, ( )
where the term is the mechanical damping of the i-th machine, is the load damping from the frequency sensitive loads [16] and [17] , represents the load power consumption at the bus, and finally, the term represents the power flow between buses. The term simply represents the interactions between interconnected buses and loses across the network. Most of the previous works in demand-side frequency control have neglected or simplified this interaction by assuming an infinite bus model or a lossless power transmission network. Notice that, by substituting (2) into (1), the power system dynamics can be expressed in the following detailed mathematical form,
where , is the nominal load power consumption of the loads (controllable and noncontrollable) when the controllable loads are not modulated, and is the power modulation command for controllable loads which will be derived later in this report. Moreover, | | | 0 is the maximum power transferred from generator bus to generator bus , with | | as the regulated voltage at any bus k and | | as the admittance of the transmission line between bus i and bus j. Additionally, reflects the loses of the network with the susceptance given by and the conductance given by .
Aggregate-level control design
To design the controller for power modulation command, a network-reduced model of a multimachine power system was considered, where load buses are suppressed and combined with nearby generator buses. Every minutes, the number of available controllable loads and their operating conditions are determined. Next, the load power modulation command is derived by formulating and solving a Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) based optimization problem. This is an approach commonly used in decentralized robust control theory to ensure feasibility over a wide range of operating conditions. For the implementation of the LMI based optimization approach, the system needs to be a complete dynamical interconnected system as described in [7] and [8] . In particular, from a control theoretic point of view, each bus can be considered as an interconnected subsystem which is stabilizable or input reachable. This implies that if there exists a non-zero deviation of the frequency after any structural perturbation, under the assumption that sufficient controllable power is available from the demand side, the load power modulation can reestablish power balance.
A detailed derivation of the controller, using LMIs is presented next. The states defined before are clustered in the following vector:
, , ∀ , and the nominal values of the states are given by: , , ∀ . After any disturbance the classical swing dynamics can be easily expressed in the following perturbed system form,
This perturbed system can be classified as a linear system with a nonlinear interconnection given by
It can be easily verified that this nonlinear term can be bounded by a quadratic term in the following form: Δ Δ , where is a constant interconnection parameter, and is a constant matrix. The load power modulation command is defined mathematically as follows:
The optimal feedback gains , obtained from the LMI optimization problem, as defined in [10] , can be formulated in the following way, 
where
, where is the number of buses of the system. Notice that the results of the LMI optimization process are the feedback gains which are bounded by and through the inequality constraint .
When the above LMI problem is feasible, the multi-machine power system is robustly stabilized with a degree α by the obtained linear decentralized state feedback control law . As stated before, the load power modulation command represents the amount of power to be modulated through controllable loads in order to reestablish power balance. The obtained controller is in the state feedback form, which requires the full state measurement consisting of both the voltage angles and frequency. In practice, frequency is the only local state measurement that is available at any load bus. To overcome the necessity of obtaining the measurement of the angle state by integrating frequency, further research is needed in order to implement an output feedback controller which only requires the frequency information.
After solving the above LMI problem, the obtained optimal gains , are broadcasted along with the current system operating conditions, to the population of available controllable loads. In the following section, a systematic way to design load frequency response rules is developed. The strategy probabilistically turns ON and OFF each controllable load to match the desired aggregated response determined by . In the proposed design, several practical aspects of controllable loads, such as compressor lockout effects, and time delays have been incorporated.
Device-level control strategy
When the system is subject to a contingency, a non-zero frequency deviation occurs at every bus in the system ( ). The goal of the device layer controller is to design frequency response rules for individual controllable loads so that the aggregated power change matches the desired amount . For simplicity, it is assumed that the set of controllable loads is composed only by thermostatically controlled loads (TCLs). Some examples of TCLs are refrigerators, HVACs, water heaters, etc. Due to the inherent thermal energy storage, these loads can be switched ON/OFF for 30 second to 1 minute without affecting the end-use performance as discussed in [12] . The power consumption of the TCLs is assumed to be zero in the OFF state, and is a non-zero constant when in the ON state. The total controllable power consumption at a bus is the sum of the powers of all the controllable TCLs in the ON state on this bus. Therefore, the objective for each controllable load is to calculate its own probability of turning ON or OFF such that, the change of power consumption of controllable loads by turning ON or OFF at a given bus is equal to the load power modulation command determined at the aggregate level.
Moreover, for simplicity, the temperature dynamics of the TCL's loads as mentioned in [12] is neglected due to the fact that the temperature dynamics time scale is significantly greater than the frequency control time scale in a power system (the total period of a primary frequency response is typically less than a half minute). Additionally, in order to incorporate a more realistic behavior of the TCLs, compressor time delay constraints as mentioned in [12] were also incorporated in the load frequency controller design. This compressor time delay relay is typically installed to ensure that the compressor remains in an OFF state for a minimum amount of time, which is often referred to as a "lockout" time. During this period, a switching ON control signal will be ignored [12] . Notice that, the consideration of the lockout effect is crucial for practical implementation of load control. A simple way of capturing this behavior of incorporating the lock out effect was done using Markov chains, where each load can be in one of the following 3 states: ON, OFF or LOCKED as described in Figure 1 . In particular, for simplicity the authors determined that in any simulation test, every controllable load that turns OFF actually stays LOCKED during the simulation time (40-60 seconds). This implies that each one of the controllable loads will contribute to frequency control from the demand side only once, under a given fault scenario.
A formal description of proposed load frequency control strategy is given next. Each load is associated with a discrete operating state defined by ∈ 1 ON , 0 OFF , 1 LOCKED . The timecourse evolution of is governed by a Markov Chain with transition probabilities denoted by Pr 1 / : . The overall transition probability matrix is given by: 11 01 11 1 1 01 10 00 10 01
where denotes the transition probability that can be modified by the load frequency controller to achieve the desired aggregated power consumption.
Figure 1. State transition probabilities diagram
Notice that any load that turns off with probability becomes locked and stays locked due to the compressor time constraint. Since the lockout time is larger than the overall frequency response period, we assume that every controllable load can turn ON only once. The transition probability should be determined to produce the desired aggregated power change . The switching probabilities are computed to match the desired power change. To find the transition probability, the aggregated load dynamics are modeled by the following Markov Chain:
where ∈ is defined as ≔ , , , , and ∈ is the output (power quantity) defined as: y ≔ , , and is the available controllable power at bus . From the Markov chain implementation, the probability at time can be computed as: ≔ ∏ 0 , then the output has the following form
Then, the goal is to approximate the response of the aggregated group of loads (power consumption) to obtained using LMI. To achieve this, the following equality must hold
Moreover, it can be easily verified that , where and are some constant matrices Define 0 and 1 0 0 , then the equality can be formulated as:
The above equation can be easily solved by using linear programming and obtain the switching probabilities ≔ , at each time . If all the controllable loads turn ON/OFF according to these probabilities, the total power change will match the desired load power modulation command . The inaccuracy of the Markov chain model does exist for practical applications. The robustness of our proposed design with respect to the model uncertainty has not been studied yet.
Simulations studies for proposed load control design
The proposed hierarchical decentralized load frequency control strategy is validated using the IEEE 2-area, 4-generators, 13-bus power system and the IEEE 16-machine, 86-transmission line, 68-bus power system. Both systems were implemented using Power system Toolbox (PST) [18] with some modifications to incorporate load frequency response to local frequency measurement. PST is a MATLAB-based power system dynamics simulation and control design package. The advantage that it offers consists in the fact that the code is available, and thus makes it easier to access necessary system data. Moreover, supplemental MATLAB code deigned for specific functions can be added into the current toolbox version.
Validation over a IEEE 13-bus 4-generators system
The IEEE 2-area, 4-generator, 13-bus test system is shown in Figure 2 . This test system contains two load buses 4 and 14. Each load bus contains controllable loads, which constitute 40% of the total power of each bus. We assume that the controllable loads reach a steady state before contingency with about 30% on, 10% locked, and 60% off. Two types of thermostatically controllable loads: refrigerators/freezers and HVACs are considered. The compressor time delay constraints are modeled for each of these loads. A symmetrical three phase short circuit fault is considered followed by a line tripping event of (3-101). The fault sequence was simulated as follows: Response without load control: First, the response using only generation side droop control is studied. In particular, the frequency responses at the swing bus and at the load buses are shown in Figure  3 . Notice that the frequency of all buses converges to a new steady-state value; this process is known as practical synchronization. In fact, the response is stable in the sense that the system is able to restore power balance, and the angle difference between buses is bounded between pre-specified limits. To restore the frequency to a nominal value, secondary control action is required. In the rest of this section, the generation-side control responses shown in Figure 3 will be used as a benchmark to evaluate the proposed load frequency control strategy. The proposed load control strategy will be demonstrated to improve both the transient and steady-state performances. Note that the generation-side AGC is not considered in the simulations. Understanding the impact of the existing AGC mechanism on the proposed load control strategy is crucial and will be important task for future research. Response under heuristic load frequency controller: For comparison purposes, the load frequency control strategy proposed in [1] was implemented. According to this strategy, each load responds probabilistically to according to a predefined Δ -time profile, for which the switching probability depends not only on the instantaneous value of frequency deviation Δ , but also on the time duration the deviation has exceeded its current value. Figure 4 shows the frequency responses for two different Δ -time profiles. It can be seen with a properly tuned Δ -time profile, the frequency can be stabilized, while with a poorly tuned profile, the frequency deviation will diverge to an undesired steady-state value. A systematical way to design the local frequency response rules is not provided in [1] . A trial-and-error approach was adopted. In addition to the above frequency responses, the active power consumption at load bus 4 is also shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen that the poorly tuned profile results in an unnecessarily large transient power oscillation. Due to the compressor time delay, such a large oscillation quickly locks out most of the devices, saturating the total load response. On the other hand, a properly tuned response profile is able to continuously provide a desired power change until the system reaches steady state. It is worth mentioning that the method presented in [1] may be able to achieve a good performance through extensive tuning. However, if the system conditions change, the same Δ -time profile might not be appropriate any more. Thus, a systematic design of a load control law as presented in this study has to be developed. Responses under the proposed hierarchical distributed control design: The proposed decentralized load control law is validated under the same simulation scenario as presented above. Recall that the design of the proposed controller involves solving a LMI problem. If the LMI is feasible, then a linear feedback load control law can be obtained which guarantees practical synchronization and power balance across the network. The obtained control law is characterized by a control gain matrix for each load bus, which determines the desired load change in response to frequency deviations. After obtaining the load bus gains using the LMI approach, the device level controllers are designed using the Markov Chain method developed in Section 2.3. The switching probabilities for the TCLs are recomputed in a decentralized way during each simulation time step based on the load bus gain matrix and the Markov Chain model. Due to the random nature of the load response rule and the discrete sampling time step (at each 0.5s the end-use device decision is updated), the desired aggregated power needs to be matched exactly by the TCL population. In the simulation results, the proposed strategy is defined to be an "ideal" feedback controller if the total controllable power on each bus is directly set to be equal to the desired power. On the other hand, the proposed strategy is referred to as a "practical" load controller if the controllable power is determined by the actual aggregated response of the TCLs that switches probabilistically based on the Markov chain approach. These results lead to the following important observations:  The proposed load frequency control strategy can minimize the frequency deviation under contingencies and achieve a desired steady-state system response. The response is similar to the generation-side droop control and has a better transient performance due to the LMI optimization.  The response of the practical load controller matches well with the ideal controller. This shows a strong potential of using the proposed strategy for real load frequency control programs.  The transient performance is much better than the heuristic controller shown in Figure 4 . This is due to the fact that the LMI formulation in (5) is essentially trying to optimize the total frequency deviation during the transient subject to robust stability constraints.  The design of the controller is done by solving the LMI problem with no heuristic tuning. This is of crucial importance because (i) it provides a systematic way to design load frequency controllers with stability guarantees, and (ii) it allows for automatic adaptation to time-varying system operating conditions.
Validation over a IEEE 68-bus 16-generators system
In order to implement the decentralized load controller in a larger system, the results are validated in IEEE 68-bus 16-generators power system as shown in Figure 10 . In this model there are 24 load buses, all of which are considered to participate with controllable loads. It is also assumed that 40% of the available power on load buses is controllable. Before contingency, the population of the controllable loads is in steady state, for which 30% is ON, 10% is LOCKED, and 60% is OFF. For simulating a disturbance, a symmetrical three phase fault on line 36-64 followed by tripping of generator 12 was considered. The fault sequence was simulated as follows:  In the time interval 0 , 5. 
Responses under the Proposed Hierarchically Decentralized Design:
The proposed load control strategy is implemented on the 68-bus system. The frequency response and the active power response on several selected buses are show in Figure 11 - Figure . It can be seen from these figures that the proposed load controller can effectively restore the frequency to its nominal value. Similar conclusions regarding the advantages of the proposed strategy can be drawn as for the 13-bus case. In addition, the 68-bus simulation demonstrates initial scalability of the proposed design strategy. In future work, the effectiveness of the proposed strategy needs to be tested on large-scale WECC size system models. The results clearly indicate that a larger gain bound will lead to a better transient response than the smaller gain bound. At the same time, a larger gain bound will also result in larger transient load power variations. Note that the simulation here is done using the ideal feedback controller. The actual achievable power variation of the population depends on the amount of available controllable loads on the corresponding bus. Therefore, in practice, the gain bound must be adjusted occasionally to respect the actual controllable loads. 
Grid impact analysis of Grid Friendly™ Appliances
The promise of autonomous, Grid Friendly response by smart appliances in the form of underfrequency load shedding was demonstrated in the GridWise Olympic Peninsula Demonstration in [19] and [20] . Grid Friendly™ Appliances GFAs controllers in the GridWise Olympic Peninsula provided autonomous under-frequency load shedding in dryers and water heaters. Each controller monitored the power grid frequency signal and requested that electrical load be shed by its appliance whenever electric power grid frequency fell below a unique and randomly chose threshold between 59.95 Hz and 59.985 Hz. The controllers and their appliances responded reliably to each shallow under-frequency event, which was an average of one event per day and shed their loads for the durations of these events.
Autonomous responses are critical for many reliability purposes where there may not be time to communicate needed actions through wide-area network. Appliance and equipment manufacturers are rapidly moving toward mass production of devices with smart grid capabilities that can be leveraged for this purpose. However, utilities and balancing authorities have been hesitant to support such deployments, because the response of fleets of such devices has not been fully integrated with their control schemes for grid stability. The report presented in [21] , studied the dynamic effects of populations of Grid Friendly™ water heater controllers on the power grid during under-voltage and under-frequency events. In particular, models for water heater with GFA controllers were developed using a scripting programming language and simulated in GE Positive Sequence Load Flow (PSLF), a software suite designed to study power systems in both steady-state and dynamic environments. Due to some software limitations, the project wasn't able to simulate any effect that the frequency dependent load could have on the bulk power system. This section of the report starts with a brief description of the GFA model and control logic. The extensive simulation studies that follow are meant to illustrate the impact of a population of GFAs on the bulk power system frequency stability. The GFAs in this report are designed as demonstration units where the water heaters are individually modeled.
GFA control logic
The general model and control logic for the GFAs has been adopted from [21] , and is schematically depicted in Figure 16 . The state transition model of a GFA are described based the following four states: active, triggered, inactive (curtailed), and released. While "active", a GFA evolves based on its internal dynamics. In particular, for the water heaters with GFA controller, being active means advancing according to the electric water heater one-node model in [5] . Once an under-frequency event occurs, that is frequency drops below a lower threshold _ t th f , the GFA switches to the "triggered" state, and remains in this state for a predefined period as long as the frequency does not return to the accepted range. If the under-frequency regime persists longer than the GFA's response time _ In the subsequent study involving water heaters with GFA controllers, the turning-off time delay of each unit (the time interval between the instant the frequency drops below the threshold and the device response) is a fixed number (e.g. 0.4 seconds). This delay is actually the effect of the response time of the low-pass digital filter in charge of smoothing the frequency measurements in order to avoid reactions to unrealistic data and noise. The turning-on delay (the time interval between the moment the frequency has recovered and the moment the device is free to act according to its own dynamics) is designed to minimize the rebound effect. That means that the controlled devices will not turn on until the grid has been stabilized. The turning-on delay is randomly chosen between 2 and 3 minutes. Based on the historical data analysis described in [13] , the curtailment trigger frequency for each individual water heater is set to a randomly chosen number within 59.95 Hz and 59.985 Hz. Similarly, the turn-on setpoint at which the GFA is allowed to return to normal operation is randomly assigned to be between 59.995 Hz and 59.999 Hz. All these frequency thresholds are uniformly distributed between the previously mentioned limits. 
Description of test cases
While the field demonstration results from the Olympic Demonstration Project were promising, the sum of the load resources controlled by the GFA controller was admittedly too small to create significant adverse impacts. Therefore, the hypotheses that a large population of such controllers could protect the system frequency, prevent actuation of substation under-frequency relays, and displace much of the need for spinning reserves remain to be definitively proven , first by simulation and then by larger field demonstrations. There have been quite a few important perspectives provided in the GFA project, which are discussed in [20] . The perspectives that are related to the grid impacts caused by GFA controllers include: Therefore, in this report, a preliminary study is performed to analyze the impacts of GFA controllers to the system frequency through detailed system simulation, aiming to provide additional perspectives to those two shown above.
1) "One problem Grid Friendly appliance controllers face is that at times BPA does not want the devices located in the Pacific

Power System Toolbox implementation of the GFA control logic
In this work, Power System Toolbox (PST) is chosen to simulate the multi-machine power system. PST offers the advantage of being a set of open-source functions and scripts that allowed us to augment the code, in order to gain access to the necessary data. Among the many types of GFAs, the project chose to focus on electric water heaters. The one-node model specified in [5] was implemented in MATLAB, and added as a separate set of functions in PST. This model's dynamics are used to calculate the water heater power consumption based on the water temperature evolution inside the tank dictates whether the device is ON or OFF. In order to be able to employ the frequency based control logic on the water heaters, the frequency at the bus where the GFA dynamic load was connected had to be measured and broadcasted to the GFA control logic every time sample of the simulation. PST does not directly offer a bus frequency measurement. Hence, it was indirectly calculated based on the bus voltage measurements that are part of the power flow calculation. In each simulation instance, PST computes the voltage at each bus and returns it as a complex number. Hence, the voltage angle can be extracted and used to obtain the bus frequency, based on (6) and (7), The frequency signal in (8) represents the input for the GFA controllers attached to the water heaters. Its values will determine whether the water heaters are curtailed or released. A fixed number of water heaters equipped with GFA controllers was considered as part of the IEEE 2-area, 4-generator, 13-bus test power system depicted in Figure 2 . Both load buses 4 and 14 are set to include a certain amount of controllable loads represented by the water heaters.
Results and discussion
In order to examine the perspectives discussed in Section 3.2, studies are performed on the IEEE 2-area, 4-generator, 13-bus test power system. All the generators are equipped with droop control. The total load in the left area is 976 MW on bus 4, and the total load in the right area is 1765 MW on bus 14. Thus, the left area is exporting power to the right area. The under-frequency event is created by suddenly reducing the power generation of Generator 3 by 320 MW at t = 1.1 s. The GFAs in these studies are selected to be water heaters, and the total power consumption of GFAs at the beginning of the simulation is around 15% of the total system load (~400 MW). To analyze the grid impacts of the GFAs, several case studies are performed as described next.
Case I: In this case, simulation studies are performed to examine the first perspective. The response time of GFA controllers is set to be 0.4 second as specified in [20] which is the time used for hardware implementation. The system response without any GFA loads is used as the benchmark for the purpose of comparison. The system is tested first by putting all GFA loads in the left area (i.e. the Northwest), and then all in the right area (i.e. California). The simulation results are shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18 . Specifically, the generator frequency responses are shown in Figure 17 , and the load bus power variations are shown in Figure 18 . It can be seen from Figure 17 , that for the given response time of the GFA controllers and the system contingency, the steady-state system frequency deviates less from the nominal frequency in the case when GFA loads are deployed than the case without any GFA loads. Moreover, both the transient and steady-state system frequency responses are better, and the settling time is faster in the case when all the GFA loads are in the right area than the case when all the GFA loads are in the left area. The simulation results support the first perspective that there are times when GFA loads located in certain areas should not respond to under-frequency events. Thus, it is important to consider the impacts of location when deploying GFA loads to respond to the bulk system needs. Case II: In this case, the simulation studies are performed to examine how the response time of GFA controllers, one of the design parameters, affects the overall system performance. The same system tests are repeated as in Case I with three different response times for the GFA controllers, which are 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 seconds. The simulation results are illustrated in Figure 19 . It can be shown that the smaller response time give better system response. Moreover, it can be still concluded that, as far as frequency deviation and settling time are concerned, it is still better to put all the GFA loads in the right area than in the left area even for different response times. However, the problem with smaller response times is that GFA loads could respond to false under-frequency events. Thus, the appropriate selection of response time for GFA controllers needs to be carefully considered. Case III: In this case, the simulation studies are performed to examine the second perspective in Section 3.2 regarding the impacts of different distribution of GFA loads. The response time of GFA controllers is set to be 0.4 second again, and the system is tested by evenly distributing GFA loads in both the left and the right areas. The simulation results are shown in Figure 20 . It can be seen that for the case when GFA loads are evenly distributed in both areas, the system response does not improve that much compared to the case when all the GFA loads are in the left area. Then the system is tested again with a different response time of GFA controllers. It can be seen from Figure 21 that when the response time is 0.2 second, the system response is the best when GFA loads are evenly distributed in both areas. However, with response time of 0.6 second, the system response is the best with GFA loads in the right area as shown in Figure 22 . But the even distribution of GFA loads yields an improved system response as compared to the case when GFA loads are in the left area. Therefore, the distribution of GFA loads needs to be investigated together with the response time of GFA controllers because they have coupled impacts to the overall system response. In the above case studies, the power penetration of GFA loads is selected to be 15%. That is, the total power of GFA loads is close to the amount of generation loss that causes the under-frequency event. It is interesting to examine the system response when the power penetration of GFA loads is higher. Thus, in the following study, the penetration of GFAs is increased to be around 35% (~900 MW). The response time of GFA controllers is set to be 0.4 second. The simulation results are shown in Figure 23 . It can be seen that the system response under higher penetration of GFA loads could potentially worsen system stability. The relationship between the amount of GFA loads and the power imbalance causing the underfrequency event should be carefully analyzed in future work to ensure the desired system response. 
Conclusions and Future Work 4.1 Conclusions
A systematic approach was proposed for a demand-side primary frequency strategy to regulate the frequency of the system to its nominal value and restore power balance for a multi-machine power system model. The load control law is designed in a hierarchically decentralized manner consisting of two interactive decision layers. In the first layer, a supervisory controller is responsible to gather system level information (e.g., power flow, system topology, generation and load forecast, available responsive loads, among others), and determine the optimal gains for the responsive loads on each bus every few (e.g. 15-30) minutes. In the second layer, each decentralized load will switch ON/OFF probabilistically in real time based on local frequency measurement so that the aggregated load response under each bus matches the desired power determined by the first layer. The control gain design in the first layer is based on the decentralized robust control theory, while the load switching probabilities are designed using Markov chains.
The proposed demand-side primary frequency control strategy has several distinct features. Firstly, it systematically accounts for the interactions between the total load response and the bulk power system frequency dynamics. The decentralized-robust controller based design ensures the stability of the closedloop system over a wide-range of operating conditions. Secondly, the Markov Chain based design of local load response rules can fully respect the device constraints (such as temperature setpoint, compressor time delays of HVACs, arrival and departure of the deferrable loads, etc.), which are crucial for implementing real load control programs. Thirdly, the systematic computation of the gains every few minutes in the first control layer allows for an adaption to time-varying system operating conditions. This has not been considered in the literature but is critically important for a reliable operation of power systems. The above mentioned features make the proposed control framework both theoretically sound and practically feasible. A preliminary investigation of the grid impacts of the GFA design indicates that the location of GFAs affects system stability performance. Also, the impact of location is coupled with effects of the GFA time delay parameter.
Future work
Future research will mainly focus on the following extensions.
 Developing a formal relationship between the available responsive loads and the corresponding droop gain bound in the LMI formulation to reduce the conservativeness of the obtained controller  Extend to the design framework to network preserving power system model, where a load bus needs not coincide with a generator bus  Extend the framework to the output feedback case, where the measurements involves only frequency and its derivatives  Perform extensive analysis on the interactions between the proposed load frequency control strategy and the existing primary and secondary frequency controls (governor droop, AGC, etc.).
Another important next step in terms of modeling and controls of GFAs will be to improve the GFA control design such that the aggregate response mimics a generator droop like response. Furthermore, the proposed hierarchical distributed load control strategy proposed in Section 2.0 could be applied to a population of GFAs. One of the fairly restrictive assumptions in the aforementioned control strategies is the availability of state information and perfect knowledge of the model parameters. Another key component of this task will be to develop state estimators, which, in addition to estimating the states, will also be used to calibrate the reduced-order model parameters.
